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With the rapid rise of cloud application development 
practices that bring people, process, and automation 
together to deliver continuous value, the rate of 
continuous deployment of cloud native applications 
has increased dramatically. Unfortunately, this 
automation has resulted in developers and DevOps 
teams inadvertently pushing vulnerable applications 
into production environments more frequently and 
at a faster pace. While Dev and DevSecOps teams 
have started using ShiftLeft security tools to find 
and fix vulnerabilities in open-source code, container 
images, infrastructure code and config files, they 
continue to struggle to keep pace with the application 
development pipelines. 

Despite the ShiftLeft tools providing automated visibility on the vulnerability risks of applications under development, they suffer 
from two main limitations. First, the large number of vulnerability alerts they raise makes them ‘noisy’. Second, once applications 
are deployed, these tools provide no visibility into the risk that’s propagated to the run time environment. For example, you receive 
no insights into vulnerable container images running in production environments, or, whether these vulnerable packages are getting 
exploited in runtime.

ShiftLeft and Real-Time Threat Storyboarding 
Real-time Threat Storyboarding is a unique capability only available in the Confluera CxDR solution. With this capability, security 
teams can respond to complex cloud native threats in real-time as they are occurring. It displays the entire attack progression from 
how it started to what it’s doing now in real-time.  The level of accuracy provided by the Real-time Threat Storyboarding had  only 
been available from a post-breach manual forensics exercise. The real-time nature and accuracy of the attack sequencing enable 
organizations to stop cyberthreats in their tracks before a breach can occur.

Confluera CxDR integrates with ShiftLeft tools to provide security teams unprecedented visibility into how build-time vulnerabilities 
are surfacing in the production environment. SecOps teams not only see which containers are vulnerable but also get alerts if any 
attack progressions are targeting such containers. These benefits enable proactive and prioritized remediation of ShiftLeft risks that 
translate to the biggest exposure in the runtime environment.

Challenges
n    Continuous Integration and Deployment leads to overwhelming volume of applications in cloud environments 

n   99.9% of applications introduce some form of vulnerability risks

n   DevSecOps face a deluge of noisy results from ShiftLeft security tools

n   DevSecOps often cannot prevent risks getting introduced into runtime environments

n   Most risks that are identified are non-actionable.

n    ShiftLeft tools by themselves have no runtime visibility of how vulnerable assets such as container images and 
Kubernetes applications are getting executed 
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2.   Integration of ShiftLeft Results on  
Discovered Containers

Confluera provides a single click interface to register 
an organization’s ShiftLeft solution accounts to 
automatically discover container images statically 
assessed by them. Confluera then integrates the static 
build-time results on the relevant set of actively running 
containers built on  
these images.

1.  Automatic Asset Discovery
Confluera provides a single click interface to register  
an organization’s cloud accounts to automatically  
discover its cloud assets, namely VMs, worker nodes, 
and managed Kubernetes clusters. Confluera then 
discovers all actively running Kubernetes pods, 
containers, underlying container images as well as 
standalone docker containers. This comprehensive 
discovery is the foundational step for effective 
vulnerability risk assessment of the runtime 
environment. 
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Use Case Details

Confluera CxDR with Real-Time Threat Storyboarding
n    Automatic discovery of Kubernetes applications, active containers, container images, and their underlying 

vulnerabilities from cloud and ShiftLeft integrations. 

n    Continuous stitching of execution trails spanning across hosts, containers, and services to create real-time visual 
storyboards of malicious intent

n    Ranking of vulnerable assets based on participation in runtime progressions and comprehensive mapping of 
container images and Kubernetes application entities involved in threat storyboards, 

n    Prioritization of risky applications, containers, and images for DevSecOps team to make informed decisions and drive 
focused remediation

https://www.confluera.com
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4.   Vulnerable Asset Ranking and ShiftLeft 
Prioritization

Confluera ranks container assets integrating results 
from runtime on top of build-time and presents a 
prioritized set of container images to be investigated 
and remediated by DevSecOps teams. This significantly 
reduces the noise introduced by standalone ShiftLeft 
solutions. 

5.  Remediation
When a vulnerable container is under attack, the right 
response requires not only an immediate runtime 
action (i.e., kill and replace container, remove attacker 
apparatus, etc.…) but also an immediate feedback to 
the build & deploy pipeline to prevent the vulnerability 
from surfacing in other portions of the runtime 
environment. Confluera provides accurate response 
actions for runtime as well as a remediation workflow 
where the user is directed to the ShiftLeft solution to 
fix the vulnerabilities in the build & deploy stages. 

3.   Runtime Cloud Threat Storyboarding with  
ShiftLeft Contextualization
Confluera continuously stitches execution trails 
spanning multiple hosts, containers, and services 
to create real-time visual storyboards of malicious 
intent. When these execution trails pass through 
vulnerable assets, Confluera bumps up the severity of 
these threat storyboards based on the severity of the 
vulnerability and the type of behaviors observed on 
the workload. You can now prioritize remediation for 
the specific containers and container images that are 
not just vulnerable but are also the most targeted by 
malicious actors.

https://www.confluera.com


About Confluera Confluera is the leading provider of next-generation Cloud eXtended Detection and Response (CxDR) solutions. 
Recognized by Forbes as one of the Top 20 Cybersecurity Startups to Watch in 2021, Confluera’s storyboard technology automates  
cyber-attack analysis making small and large security teams more efficient.  The solution has unprecedented visibility of attacks in the 
cloud and modern application architectures, reveals threats in real-time, and will shut down advanced multistage attacks. To learn more 
about Confluera’s award-winning solution, visit www.confluera.com.
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Implementation
Confluera CxDR is designed for simple deployment and configuration. With a single click, Confluera can discover all the 
cloud workload assets running on your cloud account. The next step is to roll-out the lightweight Confluera agents on VMs 
and Kubernetes clusters, a process that can be fully automated. Next, set up integration with ShiftLeft tools using our one-
click workflow. Within a few minutes, the runtime containers are discovered, vulnerable runtime containers are identified and 
prioritized based on their participation in the threat progressions.

Benefit of Confluera CxDR 
Confluera delivers a complete solution that not only provides continuous runtime interception of threat actors navigating their 
cloud and container applications, but also provides a connected view of security events generated across their deployed security 
stack. Confluera is unique in its ability to:

n    Deliver real-time threat detection and observability for container environments by combining behavioral detections and anomaly 
analysis to detect a broad spectrum of container exploits and escapes in real-time

n    Piece together the full context of container, host, and network activity and detections into real-time storyboards

n    Provide full 360-degree context of isolated threat signals threat results from diverse sources ranging from runtime cloud-native 
AWS GuardDuty detections to build-time ShiftLeft risk results from a platform such as Snyk. 
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